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1. Ancestor Liberation was instituted by the Messiah. Indulgences were instituted by the Pope. 

 

2. Ancestor Liberation is the removal of original sin through the change of blood lineage from Satan's 

lineage to God's lineage. Indulgences do not promise and cannot change one's blood lineage. 

 

3. Ancestor liberation ceremony requires a kyumbae condition, and an ansoo condition as well as a 

financial offering. 

 

4. The Messiah has all God's authority in the spiritual world and earth, the Pope does not. 

 

5. Heung Jin Nim offering his sinless body opened the way to ancestor liberation. Jesus offered his sinless 

body to liberate Jewish ancestors from the ream on "tombs" to the realm of "Paradise." As the Messiah, 

Jesus had that authority from God. The Pope's body is sinful and cannot be offered as a sinless offering. . 

 

6. The body is made up of all material elements of the physical world, money represents all things of the 

material world, fortunately we make a financial offering, offer kyumbaes and perform ansoo with our 

physical bodies and don't need to offer the life of our physical bodies, or animal sacrifices as the Jews 

offered for the forgiveness of sin. The animal sacrifices represented wealth.... 

 

7. Without our offerings our ancestors have no way to have a change of blood lineage. They would be 

stuck wandering in lower realms unable to resurrect to higher realms. 

 

8. Also, because of ancestor liberation ceremonies people on earth are released from having to pay 

tremendous suffering (often unspeakable) and hardship for thousands of years in order to cleanse the sins 

of their ancestors, but they will never be able to cleanse their original sin and undergo a change of blood 

lineage. Only the Messiah can set the conditions to enable ancestors to undergo a change of blood lineage. 

Not the Pope... 

 

9. Ancestor liberation ceremony is part of the Merit of the Age, involving the restoration and resurrection 

of people on earth and in the spiritual world. 

 

 


